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AN PAPER MEME ( SPACE ) A BRAND NEW CONSIDER A LENGTHY OLD
TRICK
Many teachers and readers alike are suspicious of essaymemes
While some people believe essay memes to be a good idea, they're often turned off by the very "meme" stigma attached to them. So
what's a good essay meme and why should you use one?
All writing is based on an idea. But how many people can recall an original thought? Most of us have had hundreds of ideas or brief
vignettes that can i pay someone to write my research paper we cannot remember where we got them from. Essay memes are
sometimes referred to as "proposition"memes" because they are ideas that can be easily recycled and passed around in the written form.
Essay memes usually begin with a short phrase or sentence containing the germ of an idea. A common example of an essay meme is:
"People today are less interested in having children because they are afraid that when they have children they will not be able to support
themselves and their families. " The original idea is not new, but the words are. Through repetition and association,
www.paramountessays.com/write-my-research-paper the reader (or the writer) comes to associate the idea with something they already
know.
This is how the main idea of your essay is created
Using this technique is an excellent way to illustrate your point. It has proven to be successful for readers, so it makes sense that it will
work for writers.
As you go along in the process of composing your essay, it's easy to go back and use an essay meme as a vehicle to continue to develop
and expand on the original idea. While it is a great way to quickly and easily get the ball rolling, remember to keep in mind that the idea
should be able to stand on its own as a coherent whole.
Once you have the main idea, the next step is to flesh it out with supporting evidence and then add a little bit of your own opinion or
personal experience to help make it come alive. You'll want to structure your essay in such a way that it becomes easy to follow and you
don't get lost in a maze of nested ideas.
One https://www.ivytech.edu/education/ technique that works well for essay memes is the "T-shape"triangle" structure. In this structure,
each section can be broken down into its own paragraph or even paragraph-long sentence. The aim is to break the essay down into
smaller, more digestible bites.
Once you have developed your main idea in a paragraph or two, you can put it back together in another paragraph that provides
evidence to back up your original assertion. This provides the momentum and helps readers relate the thesis statement to the supporting
evidence.
An additional method for developing your thesis statement is to add personalexperience or observations in a single paragraph
In this way, you make the initial thoughts more personal and easier to remember.
Essay memes can also be used as a type of outside-in exercise in the development of a thesis statement. For example, in the first
paragraph of the essay, consider what someone might think if they saw you wearing a t-shirt with the title of your essay emblazoned
across the front. The task, then, is to explore the range of thoughts that might be expressed in the eyes of the reader when they see you
wearing this shirt.
Essay memes can be effective tools in an essay, especially when used effectively. As a writer, you can learn many skills by incorporating
these strategies and you can develop a reputation for being a successful writer by using them to great effect.

 


